
…to repeat 
experiences 

over and 
over again. 

 

Without 
OBSERVING 
what we think 
and do we may 

be  
L I M I T I N G  

ourselves…   





The Bad News: We have all formed conclusions that are hard-wired into 
our brains. These WILL NOT CHANGE.  Those thoughts will continue to 
remain hard-wired forever. Especially if you’ve been having them a long 
time.  You cannot change the thoughts, so stop trying.  

The Good News: What we CAN do, is come up with NEW conclusions 
that we train our brains to become more interested in.  In essence, 
the old thoughts come up, but we train ourselves to think something new 
immediately after. Those limiting first-thoughts actually become a trigger 
for something better. Something more positive and beneficial. 



You May Not Be Able To C h o o s e 

• The 1st Thought • 

That Comes Into Your Head, 

 But You CAN Choose The NEXT One. 

 A Thought  That Could Be Far  

More POWERFUL & Productive. 

 





I CAN’T 

That is tremendously limiting. 

I WON’T 

Less limiting, yet  

“I AM WILLING TO TRY”  

is incredibly POWERFUL   



― David R. Hawkins 
 Letting Go: The Pathway of Surrender 

 

Behind all of the “I cant’s” are merely “I won’ts.” 

The “I won’ts” mean “I am afraid to”…  

…or “I am ashamed to”  

or “I have too much pride to try,  for fear I might fail.”  

Behind that may be anger at ourselves and circumstances 

        engendered by pride.  



Lets Say you wanted to Gross $220,000 in 2017 and you were 
planning on lead generating 220 days a year 

That would mean you would earn $1000 a day! 

But not all of it is due to lead generation – maybe 30% of it is 

So you’d be earning $300 a day for your lead generation efforts.  

So the game is – any day you skip you lead generation – you pay 

someone $300 ! 

 

Too Painful?  How about $50 to your accountability partner  



Are you committed to making your goal a reality? 

Why is it painful? 

How is it easier to give up on $300 than it is to give away $50? 

Who can be your partner? 

Are you willing to play the game for just a week? (Hows that for a more 

interesting conclusion? 
 


